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Abstract 
The “Knot-Tearout Real Time Detection” project investigated the possibility of using off-the-shelf true 
shape laser scanners for the purpose of scanning cants at the out-feed of a canter to detect and quantify 
cant size and surface tearout.  This was done by building a prototype detection system using 
commercially available IVP scanners, developing computer detection and analysis software, and 
conducting extensive lab and mill tests.   
 
It was found that tearout can be detected and measured with this equipment, but often needs to be 
distinguished from other surface anomalies.  Furthermore, it appears that these other surface anomalies 
might actually be more valuable to detect since they lead to a loss in recovery and are caused by a variety 
of canter problems that could be detected and resolved. 
 
The mill tests also revealed that cant shape can be very complex.  Furthermore, manual quality control 
methods may be inadequate for detecting and measuring the details of “within cant” size and shape 
variations. These details are easily measured by a scanning system, and computer analysis of the scanner 
data can readily identify different magnitude and types of defects.  This could lead to a practical canter 
diagnostic tool to help identify sources of problems that lead to misshapen cants and reduced lumber 
recovery.   
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1 Objectives 
The objective of this project was to determine if a system can be built using “off-the-shelf” true-shape 
laser scanners to detect, in real time, the tearout on the chipped surfaces of cants and lumber made in 
primary breakdown machine centres.  The secondary objective was to determine if this prototype was 
adequate for cant size measurement. In contrast to proprietary custom-built scanners, off-the-shelf true-
shape laser scanners are prevalent in mills and potentially the same scanner could be used for cant surface 
monitoring and secondary breakdown optimization, thereby eliminating the need for an additional set of 
scanner heads.  The long term objective was to work with a mill to determine how such a system can help 
reduce the tearout related downgrade, simplify maintenance, and to help mill staff make informed 
decisions on how to balance speed, maintenance, and quality requirements.  These results could then be 
used to determine if the benefits were large enough to justify the cost of such a system. 
 
 

2 Background 
According to Wang and Szathmary [1], and Laganière [2] chipped surface quality problems account for 
about $10/MBF loss for many mills.  The first study found that value loss increased to $27/MBF for 
processing dry logs, which is particularly relevant to BC given the Mountain Pine Beetle problem.  
 
For a typical Interior BC sawmill producing 200 MMBF/year, a $10/MBF loss due to knot tearout would 
reduce revenues by $2,000,000/year.  A $200,000 cant scanning system would have to bring a 10% 
improvement in losses for a one-year return on investment. Today, even a $100K-$150K scanning system 
is conceivable. For the BC mills dealing with a dry log supply, even a 4-5% improvement in grade 
recovery could justify the investment within a year.  
 
Consequently, Forintek’s industry members supported the idea for a project to develop a system to detect 
cant size and tearout. This was accomplished in two phases. Phase one of the project was to determine if a 
knot-tearout detection and size measurement system could be built using current/emerging “off-the-shelf” 
scanning technology. The second phase was to install and test the system in a mill to determine the 
practical benefits of such a system.  It was hoped that by working with mill staff and using the prototype, 
sources of tearout could be identified and reduced to give a measure of potential benefits of the system. 
 
2.1 Existing Technologies 
There are many true-shape (3D) log and board scanning systems on the market. Generally log scanners 
have low resolution and wide range of view and board scanners have high resolution and low range of 
view.  Newer true-shape laser scanners have both the resolution and range to handle scanning cants in 
real-time and are rapidly improving in capability and price, which prompted Forintek to use them for cant 
scanning. 
 
CRIQ (Centre de recherché industrielle Québec) has a prototype of a cant scanner, installed at a Quebec 
mill that uses a proprietary custom scanning system and software, both developed “in-house”.  This 
system was reported to measure cant tearout and size with an accuracy that was higher than the off-the-
shelf true-shape laser scanners on the market at the time.  However, off-the-shelf scanners are offered by 
several manufacturers and these systems are rapidly improving in resolution and speed, so in the very 
near future, the resolution difference is not expected to be significant. The CRIQ system was not available 
for testing by Forintek. However, the results of mill testing Forintek’s prototype provided information on 
possible practical benefits that could be expected from such a system.  This information will help Forintek 
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members and equipment suppliers determine if investment in either the CRIQ system or a system built 
using “off-the-shelf” scanning technology would be financially worthwhile.  
 
 

3 Phase I: System Development and Testing 
During Phase I of the project, industry input was obtained and the basic system concept and requirements 
were developed.  This information was used to select the scanners and develop the system and supporting 
data collection, analysis, and real-time software.  Extensive lab testing was conducted to prove the basic 
project concepts before proceeding to mill testing. 
 
3.1 Gathering Industry Input 
Through consultation with industry members such as Tolko, Gorman Brothers, J.S. Jones, Iggesund, etc., 
key desirable features of the system were identified as follows: 
 
1. Tearout depth/area measurement/tracking to quantify canter performance and its relation to line 

speed. 
2. Tearout measurement/tracking for canter knife segments and correlation with knife use (inches cut)    
3. Cant size (width and height) measurement to assist in size control and potentially in volume recovery 

(by reducing target sizes). 
4. Tearout per foot measurement to detect how/if the roller-canter interaction causes speed/force 

variation and uneven tearout on different parts of the cant. 
5. Cant shape (misshape) detection to detect equipment maintenance and alignment problems. 
6. Bump and sliver detection to prevent/predict planer skip and other downstream problems. 
7. Scallop spacing/ variation detection to determine cant speed as it goes through the canter 
 
Advanced features such as coordination with the optimizer for target size adjustment or estimating grade 
loss due to tearout were also of interest to the industry for future versions of the system. 
 
3.2 System Requirements and Equipment Selection 
Selecting true-shape laser scanners was advantageous due to “off-the-shelf” availability and prevalence in 
mills.  This means mills are familiar with these systems and can potentially use the same scanners for 
secondary optimization and tearout detection. Minimum system requirements were set based on project 
objectives and industry input (list above), but advanced requirements were also considered.  Scanners 
specifications were based on dimensions of the features to be detected, expected line speed, and expected 
lighting conditions, bearing in mind the continuous resolution and speed improvement of the scanners.  A 
minimum requirement for detecting medium (1/32” deep) tearout for cants between 3”-17” was expressed 
by the industry.  This would require scanners with a minimum measurement depth resolution of about 
0.02”-0.03”. Preliminary testing indicated a minimum 0.1” point density requirement for 
reliable/consistent detection of small tearout features (0.5” diameter).  Although, in practice these values 
are dependant on cant size (field of view) and line speed.  This means that for a cant moving at 400ft/min, 
a scanning frequency of about 1KHz is required to obtain the required point density. These requirements 
lead to the selection of IVP Ruler (30SX) scanners [3]. 
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3.3 The Software Program 
Much of the effort required to complete this project involved development of the “Tearout and Shape 
Analyzer” software for analyzing the cant surface. The software was designed to work in both real-time 
and off-line modes. It was also designed to be independent of the scanning equipment for flexibility in 
future hardware choice. The real-time view was designed to help operators monitor tearout during mill 
trials and included user definable alarms to indicate when tearout levels were unacceptable.  The off-line 
mode was developed to allow scanner data to be analyzed in greater detail than was possible with the real-
time version due to time limitations. A large number of analysis and cant viewing features were 
incorporated into the software [3]. 
 
3.4 Lab Tests 
Lab testing was used to prove that true-shape laser scanners can be used reliably at high line speeds for 
high resolution and detailed scanning of cant surfaces [3]. In the final phase of lab testing, the system was 
configured in Forintek’s pilot plant as closely as possible to the expected configuration in the mill. Data 
from the IVP scanning heads was sent to the MPM Engineering’s scanner server computer to create cross 
section images of the cant, which were then sent to Forintek’s “Tearout Analyzer” computer for tearout 
and shape analysis (see left diagram in Figure 1).  The right image in Figure 1 shows a cant mounted on 
the carriage, which was used to scan the cant at 300 feet per minute.  
 

 
 
Figure 1  Lab Testing – System Configuration (left) and Cant Mounted on Carriage (right) 
 
Tests demonstrated that as long as the “high resolution mode” of the IVP scanners were used, cant 
measurements could be obtained that met the minimum requirements for tearout detection and 
measurement (within about 0.03” depth resolution).  Scallop spacing on the cant surface was also often 
detectable in the lab. This was somewhat unexpected given that the average scallop depth is about 0.020” 
[1], which is smaller than the resolution limit of the scanner.  
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4 Phase II: Mill Trial 
The purpose of the Phase II “Mill Trial” was to test the system in a mill under normal operating 
conditions to: 

1- Determine if the system could function with the required level of resolution and robustness under 
demanding mill conditions including high vibration, uneven lighting, dirt, high line speeds 
(300fpm plus), high cant flow rate through the scanners, etc. 

2- Work with mill personnel to determine potential practical benefits of the system. 
 
It should be noted that the mill trials proceeded on the advice of the project liaisons, who felt that the 
difference between the Forintek and CRIQ systems was significant enough to proceed with the project. 
 
4.1 Mill Test 
The J.S. Jones Small Log Mill in Surrey, B.C. was selected for this test because it had a reasonably 
unobstructed canter out-feed.  This four-sided canter had drum-type heads on the top and bottom and 
conical heads with facing saws on the sides (Figure 2). Canter specific software was customized for 
tracking tearout and usage (total inches cut) for top and bottom head knife segments.  Since facing saws 
remove the knife marks on the sides, usage was only tracked for knives on the top and bottom heads. 

 
Figure 2  Canter configuration 
 
The scanners were installed as shown in Figure 3 in November 2005 and testing continued intermittently 
until mid February 2006. The scanners performed better than expected from lab tests and, with some 
lighting control, camera exposure time was reduced to 3-4 ms. This was significant since lower exposure 
time reduces blurring in the images taken at high line speeds. For a 3ms exposure time, measurement   
resolutions of 0.258 inches and 0.114 inches were obtained along the length of the cant, at feed speeds of 
430fpm and 190fpm.   
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Laser Line 

 
Figure 3  Scanners set up in the mill 
 
 

5 Results 
During the mill trial, a number of problems were experienced with the high-resolution mode of the 
scanning system. Eventually, these problems were resolved and several hundred satisfactory cant surface 
measurement images were obtained.  These provided Forintek scientists with high-resolution real-time 
images of cants for further study. The images were sufficient to demonstrate system capabilities, but 
additional data is required for establishing statistical trends in terms of correlation between feed speed or 
knife usage and level and frequency of tearout (see section 5.1 and 5.2) 
 
These images also revealed interesting and complex patterns and some insights into canter operation, 
which can lead to diagnostic tools in the future. These findings are discussed in section 5.3.  
 
5.1 Tearout Detection, Measurement, and Tracking 
The prototype system tested at the mill was able to detect tearout adequately enough for rating canter 
performance or tracking tearout with respect to feed speed and canter knife usage.  Figure 4 shows a 
close-up view of the top surface of a cant, where each point is coloured according to tearout level. Depth 
resolution was similar to lab findings (0.025”to 0.03”). At these resolution levels, vibration, noise and 
other fine surface features prevented detecting shallow tearout. However, such surface defects are small 
enough to be removed during planing and are not of practical concern.  At lower speeds (190–300 fpm), 
deep tearout was clearly visible (see Figure 4).  At high speeds, with noise, missing points, lower 
resolution, and blurring the tearout was more difficult to detect, but detection was still possible (see 
Figure 5). 
 
With the current prototype software, uneven or curved surfaces, deep scallops, variations on partially 
chipped surfaces and noise in the data can all “appear” as tearout [3].  Additional work would be required 
to distinguish these problems for a more accurate measurement of tearout.   
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Heavy Tearout 
(depth > 0.0625”) Medium Tearout 

(depth > 0.0312”) 

No Tearout 

Wane 

Light Tearout 
(depth> 0.0156”) 

 
Figure 4  Tearout visible on top surface of cant travelling at about 198 fpm  
 

 

Wane 

Heavy Tearout 

 
Figure 5  Tearout visible on top surface of cant travelling at about 380 fpm  
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Based on input from mills, the concept of tracking tearout position with respect to knife segments was 
developed. The idea was that dull or damaged knives might be identified by increased incidence of 
tearout.  Thus, tearout was tracked for each drum-head knife segment, correlated with knife usage, and 
presented on the real-time screen (Figure 6). An alarm system was incorporated into the real-time 
software to allow operators to set limits for tearout levels. This allowed users to monitor the performance 
of individual knife segments and to be alerted when surface irregularity became excessive. When using 
such a system it was hoped that the need for knife changes could be reduced and quality problems 
identified so damaged knives could be changed when appropriate. 
 

 
 
Figure 6  Real-time operator screen showing tearout levels and usage per knife segment  
 
5.2 Surface defect and feature detection 
Detecting and tracking certain surface defects can help to diagnose canter operation and maintenance 
problems. For example, one problem observed during the mill test was parallel “tracks” on the cant 
surface as shown in Figure 7 (a). This was due to uneven average knife heights in adjacent segments on 
the top drum-heads. In another instance, shown in Figure 7 (b), uneven and deep scallops were detected 
and are likely the result of individual knives, within a drum segment, having different heights. These 
examples illustrate that, despite the best efforts of maintenance staff, problems sometimes arise that can 
adversely affect cant surface quality.  A monitoring system could provide a valuable tool for early 
detection of typical maintenance problems. 
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(b)(a)

 
Figure 7  Multiple knife paths from uneven knife segment heights  
 
Another surface feature that could be detected is the scallop spacing. Although tests revealed that it could 
not be detected on all cants or all parts of many cants, even partial detection can provide enough 
information to determine the actual speed of most cants through the canter. When this speed does not 
match the feed-speed, it provides an indication that the cant is slipping in the feed rollers. This problem 
affects cant stability and often results in distorted cant surface and poor chip quality. 
 
5.3 Measuring cant dimensions and shape 
Statistical techniques were used to determine average cant width and height and their standard deviations.  
Overall, dimensional measurement accuracy was about 0.03”, which is approximately equal to the 
measurement resolution found for the scanners [3]. 
 
Determining cant shape was not part of the original project objectives, but this feature proved to be very 
useful to the mill, primarily because the system could be used to detect specific problems that would not 
have been noticed otherwise. The following are three examples of how the cant shape monitoring system 
was able to benefit the mill, even during the short mill test. 
 
5.3.1 Misshapen Cants  

One of the problems identified was concavity of the cant sides.  The problem, shown in Figure 8, was 
caused by excessive lead in the conical side chipping heads.  This problem could result in boards that are 
undersized, thereby resulting in planer skip and direct loss in grade recovery.  Therefore, in this case, the 
shape-monitoring feature of the system proved to be very useful to the mill and the staff used the 
information to adjust the lead on the chipping heads.    
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Concave 
     Side 

Concave 
     Side 

 
Figure 8  Cant side and cross section visualization helps detect cant shape problem 
 
Many cants also had sides that were not parallel.  Figure 9 below shows examples of superimposed cross 
sections or end views of various misshapen cants.  In the figure, red lines indicate cross sections from the 
front of the cant and blue lines indicate cross sections from the back.  These defects were likely caused by 
interaction of multiple factors such as excessive lead in the chipping head and cant movement during 
chipping. 
 

 
Figure 9  Misshapen cants 

Concave Side 
Double-curved Side

Wedge 
Shaped 

Cant  

Concave 
Sides 

1” 

 
In general on many cants the curvature pattern was inconsistent. Not only did the curvature vary from 
cant to cant, it also varied on the same cant, from side to side, along the length, and on the top or bottom 
of the same side.  On some cant images no curvature was noticed at all. Therefore, measurement of many 
cants at numerous points on a regular basis would be required to quantify the extent, shape, and frequency 
of curved sides, determine acceptable variance, and help the mill staff keep the system within that 
variance.  Although it is possible to detect and even measure the curvature on the occasional cant using 
manual methods, an automated system would be required to get a full picture of the recovery loss. 
 
5.3.2 Complex Patterns on Cants 

Another interesting example of cant problems that were observed during mill testing is shown in Figure 
10.  In this case, a cyclic pattern was detected on one side of the cant. It implied chipping at varying 
depths with a cyclic repetition along the length of the cant.  
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Although this pattern was easy to detect using the monitoring system, all attempts to detect the pattern 
manually on the actual cants or sideboards failed.  Given that the frequency was found to be consistent 
with lateral movement of the head at one cycle per revolution of the head [3], the most likely supposition 
for the cause was head movement. The resulting width variations within the cant were calculated to be 
0.04”-0.06” (or even higher), which would be detrimental to production, especially for cants with side-
boards where this variation would result in planer skip. The cant width variations were confirmed with the 
QC at the mill and after investigation by maintenance staff, it was determined that some bolts had worked 
lose and the chipping head slides (shaft bearing housing) were excessively worn. 
 
In this case, manual measurement of the width at a few locations on a few cants would not have been 
likely to detect the problem. This is because the pattern on the cant was a function of the cant size 
(height), cyclic with a period dependant on the head RPM (fixed) and speed (variable, but not necessarily 
related to cant size at this mill), combined with the concavity on the side, and further obscured by the 
sawing pattern (¼ revolution sawing pattern caused by compaction of saw-dust between the clean-up saw 
and the canter knives), and cant movement.  To measure such complex patterns effectively enough to help 
in diagnosis, full cant image and automatic data analysis would be required.  
 

 
 
Figure 10  Pattern on the side of a large cant  
 
5.3.3 Real-time Positioning Adjustments and Monitoring 

The cant monitoring system was found to be useful in another instance as well. On this occasion mill 
personnel had to readjust the cant positioning settings as the system had drifted away from the desired 
operational set-points.  In this case, monitoring cant shape on the screen in real-time provided a precise 
and absolute positioning feedback for the personnel as they adjusted the PLC settings in the control room.  
Although the mill personnel are skilled at judging the cant positioning despite the distance through the 
control room window or with help from a second person standing close to the canter, accurate and direct 
feedback from the monitoring system was helpful in expediting the process.   While online adjustment is 
not a frequent requirement, it is always necessary to ensure the canter output remains consistent with the 
best case performance, when the canter was perfectly aligned and optimum machine set-works and 
correct PLC parameters were set. The monitoring system can be programmed to raise alarms if key cant 
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characteristics do not match baseline values and can indicate the need for readjustment or alignment.  
This would generally detect problems before they are noticed by staff following conventional quality 
control procedures.. 
 
5.4 Discussion 
In general, the cant surfaces seemed to have too many complex patterns to detect specific shape 
deformities with manual methods. Furthermore, detection by manual QC methods may happen long after 
the problem starts and production could suffer before the problem is detected. A compound problem 
resulting from multiple operational issues and variables/parameters, such as feed speed, head RPM, cant 
size, optimizer settings etc., may not even be identified as a problem. In these cases, the intermittent 
characteristics of the problem may only occasionally be noticeable among the usual production variations.  
Therefore, without computer aided diagnostic tools, it would be very difficult to sort through the 
permutation of parameter interactions to find the best correlation to the cant measurements.   
 
Although the problems described above related to a specific canter and head type, every canter line has its 
own complex dynamic interactions and numerous factors can affect the surface quality of cants.  These 
problems can be classified based on canter types and specific diagnostic tools can be created to detect 
them, or a generalized tool can let operators set alarm levels for numerous parameters that can wander out 
of range.  Even without complicated tools, the experience in this mill test shows that sometimes a quick 
glance at the right type of visual cant image is all that is necessary to detect a problem. 
 
This work has also shown that even accurate single point laser sensors may give an inaccurate image of 
the cant width variation, unless many of them are used to determine the variation along the cant width and 
height. Even then, such a system may not be able to give complete enough information regarding the cant 
shape to be used as an effective diagnostic tool. Of course, by the time the cost of many such sensors is 
considered, the resulting system cost could approach that of true-shape laser scanners. 
 
Regardless of the diagnosis method, it is apparent that a monitoring system can help discover production 
problems that may not be otherwise detectable. Considering the high impact of the canter on a mill’s 
production, and the prevalence of equipment problems and production issues, an online shape monitoring 
system would be of great benefit to many mills in improving profitability.   
 
Given that the “shape monitoring” feature of the program helped detect problems that are often difficult to 
detect visually, this feature may be of more value to mills than the tearout detection feature. However, in 
mills where tearout is a known problem, the monitoring system could monitor the amount of tearout and, 
for example, indicate that chipping knives have become dull or damaged.  This type of feedback could 
help to reduce the volume of lumber manufactured under less than optimal conditions and thereby reduce 
tearout and increase lumber grade recovery.  Furthermore, the monitoring software developed in this 
project already has features to estimate the effect of planer allowance and shrinkage (based on user input) 
on finished surface tearout. In the future, with breakdown pattern information from the optimizer, an 
estimate of the grade loss could also be made.   
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6 Conclusions 
Commercial “off-the-shelf” 3D laser scanners have the resolution and speed to detect knot tearout on 
cants online and in real-time.   
 
Tracking knot tearout online and relating it to knife usage (for all canter head types) and knife segments 
(for drum type canter heads) were performed successfully by the system.  However, the usefulness of this 
depends on the individual mill and the maintenance strategy and resources available. 
 
With additional work to distinguish tearout in presence of other cant defects the correlation between 
tearout and feed speed or tearout and knife usage can be made.   
 
The use of 3D scanning system for cant size and shape monitoring had unexpected benefits.  This work 
provided the first chance to collect detailed images of a large number of cants. Initial findings indicate 
that an online shape monitoring system can enhance canter system operation and maintenance since the 
cant shape/surface variations, are too complex to measure with manual methods or even with single point 
laser sensors. While general conclusions can not be drawn based on one mill test, it is not unreasonable to 
expect that an online cant measurement and monitoring system could prove to be a very valuable tool for 
detecting and diagnosing canter performance problems. 
 
 

7 Recommendations 
The type of cant measurement and monitoring system described in this report could easily be installed in 
most mills and could either be a stand-alone unit or integrated into existing primary and secondary 
breakdown optimization systems.  Using the latest scanners, it is conceivable that the cost of such systems 
could soon be below $100,000 and the payback time for purchasing such a system may be as short as a 
year. Therefore, the costs and benefits of these types of system should be carefully considered by both 
sawmills and equipment suppliers.  
 
Given the unexpectedly complex range of cant surface shapes and features found in this study, further 
work could be done to develop diagnostic tools that help mill maintenance staff identify the potential 
source or sources of canter defects.  Problems such as poorly prepared chipping knives, worn mechanical 
components and alignment issues could be readily identified based on computer analysis of the scanner 
data.  Such a tool could greatly simplify maintenance and trouble-shooting and could result in lower 
maintenance costs, reduced downtime, more accurate cants and ultimately higher lumber volume and 
grade recovery. 
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